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Abstract. Compared with the rapid development and continuous improvement of the military-civilian 

integration development industry system, the construction of relevant think tanks is seriously lagging 

behind. Especially the strategic think tank construction has unreasonable think tank structure, the system 

is not perfect, the think tank channels are not smooth, the platform is lacking, and the government 

consulting service Purchasing opaque, lack of scientific and effective results transformation mechanism, 

the overall level of scientific research team is not high, the personnel are uneven, and many other 

problems or deficiencies, it is difficult to meet the actual needs of the deep development of Guizhou 

military and civilian integration, objectively require the provincial party committee and the provincial 

government and relevant departments From the four aspects of ideological consideration, structural 

gradual optimization, system advance design, and perfect mechanism support, we fully attach importance 

to and strengthen the construction of strategic think tanks for the integration of military and civilian 

development in Guizhou Province. 

Introduction 

As a strategic rear base for China's "third-tier" construction and one of the major provinces where 

national defense science, technology and industry are relatively concentrated, the civil-military 

integration development in Guizhou province can be said to have an early start, a good foundation, a 

comprehensive system and a wide range of radiation. It has established an industrial system of 

civil-military integration development dominated by aviation, aerospace, aerospace and electronic 

information. In addition to the approval and construction of the first national big data comprehensive pilot 

zone in 2016, the whole province regards the development of big data as the strategic engine of catch-up 

and industrial innovation. Relying on the big data strategic action, the province is continuing to promote 

the organic integration of big data, "Internet +" and the military-civilian integrated development industry. 

After years of continuous exploration and practice, the military-civilian integrated development industry 

in Guizhou province has maintained a sustained and rapid growth momentum on the whole. It is expected 

that the average annual growth rate of the military-civilian integrated development industry in Guizhou 

will reach over 18% by 2020, and the scale of the national defense science and technology industry will 

rank top 10. But, with the rapid development, and constantly improve the civil-military integration 

development of industry system, compared to the think tank construction is seriously lagging behind, 

especially strategic think tank construction problems or deficiencies, it is hard to meet the real needs of the 

development of Guizhou civil-military integration depth, full attention is necessary for provincial 

government and related departments and to strengthen the construction of Guizhou civil-military 

integration development strategy, a think-tank.  
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There Are Prominent Problems or Deficiencies in the Construction of Strategic Think Tank of 

Civil-Military Integration Development in Guizhou Province 

First, the think tank structure is not reasonable, the system is not sound, it is difficult to effectively serve 

the party committee and the government decision-making. At present, think tanks related to the 

integration of military and civil development in the province are widely distributed in the government, 

universities, research institutes, enterprises and other social and public service departments, with a certain 

scale in number. However, there are few new think tanks focusing on strategic issues and public policies. 

In terms of the military-civilian integration development think tank led by the government, it fails to form 

a scientific and reasonable system of division of labor and cooperation, and lacks necessary role 

positioning and function integration. As for the military-civilian integration development think tank led 

by enterprises, it focuses on project planning, product research and development and market development, 

and focuses on enterprise management and technological innovation. Overall, government, universities, 

research institutes, enterprises and society, a think-tank, construction, all is in a state of fragmented, 

fragmentation, difficult to achieve information, personnel exchanges and resource sharing between each 

other, and to the problem of strategy and public policy research focus and attention is not enough, the 

scientific research achievements is difficult to accurately and fully reflect the actual situation of Guizhou 

province military and civilian integration depth development, and lack of theoretical research is scientific, 

systemic and pertinence, effectiveness of decision-making consultation service. 

Second, the think tank channel is not unimpeded, the platform lacks, the scientific research level and 

the service decision-making ability is insufficient. At present, although there are many constraints on the 

construction of think tanks for the civil-military integration development strategy, what is most urgent is 

that the service decision-making channels of think tanks are not smooth enough and the public 

information service platform that is unified, standardized and relatively authoritative is lacking. In 

addition to a small number of government-led research institutes that can submit their research results to 

the provincial party committee and provincial government, the research results formed by enterprises, 

universities, non-government-led research institutes and other social think tanks lack uniform and 

standardized channels for translating them into decision-making references. Accordingly, the province 

has not yet built a unified, standardized and more authority, can cover in the province of civil-military 

integration of development, a think-tank, public information service platform, information transmission 

and results submitted to the channel impeded, academic exchange is not enough, lead to a low level study, 

repeat phenomenon is widespread, serious impact on the scientific research level and the service 

constantly improve the decision-making ability. 

Third, the opaque procurement of government consulting services and the lack of a scientific and 

effective result-transformation mechanism make it difficult for think tanks to do anything about the 

research and decision-making on major practical issues. At present, only in terms of consulting services 

government procurement, and often there is not enough such outstanding problems as transparent and 

operation is not standard, and embodied in public bidding is less, commissioned the research, used to fund 

military and civilian integration development caused by unreasonable financial resources allocation, 

insider control and monopoly phenomenon is more serious, leading to scientific research of the actual 

level is low, it is difficult to provide effective decision-making for the scientific and Democratic Party 

committee and government, in accordance with the policy recommendations or important reference. In 

terms of scientific research cooperation, achievement promotion and application, government 

decision-making departments and scientific research institutions and researchers go their own way, 

lacking communication and exchange. On the one hand, research institutions and researchers do not know 

much about the issues concerned by government decision-making departments, and seldom communicate 

and interact with them. On the other hand, the bureaucracy of the decision-making departments of the 

government is serious, and the scientific, democratic and law-based decision-making consciousness of 

asking politics from the people is not strong. They are not used to dealing with scientific research 

institutions and researchers, resulting in the lack of sufficient communication and interaction between the 

two sides. In this way, the pertinence, effectiveness and popularization and application value of scientific 

research on civil-military integration development are greatly reduced, which is difficult to be translated 
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into government decision-making or decision-making reference, thus affecting the actual transformation 

level of scientific research results into practical application or government decision-making. 

Fourth, the overall level of scientific research team is not high, personnel are uneven, think tank 

construction lacks unified planning and management. Now, compared with the developed provinces in 

Guizhou, military and civilian integration development research team overall level there is still a large 

gap, especially the service strategy planning and management of lack of applied talents in scientific 

research application of little value, and embodies in the following two aspects: one is the high quality 

results in particular strategic, forward-looking results less, some results of the study are empty, empty, 

lack of TouCheXing, independent thinking, lack of thorough investigation and deep study on 

decision-making reference value is small; Second, the results of the countermeasures and Suggestions, the 

content is too little, not specific enough, lack of pertinence, feasibility. In terms of the source of scientific 

research personnel, there are not many people with formal training, and few of them have received strict 

and standardized scientific research training. Not only that, but for a long time, especially for think tank 

construction scientific research team construction, lack of unified planning and management, lack of 

organization and management, research institutions necessary for researchers is the general lack of 

necessary education and training of incentive and constraint, cause its level of scientific research and 

business ability is uneven, difficult to adapt to the actual needs of scientific research work.   

Suggestions of Further Strengthening the Construction of Guizhou Province Civil-Military 

Integration Development Strategy Think-Tank 

First, attach great importance to ideology. We should give full attention to publicity, education and 

public opinion mobilization, and earnestly solve the problem that we do not fully understand or have a 

profound understanding of the strategy for the in-depth development of civil-military integration, so as to 

enhance the enthusiasm, initiative and predictability of our work. Xi jinping in the party's general 

secretary 19 report: "to strengthen the construction of national security ability, resolutely safeguard 

China's sovereignty, security and development interests", emphasize "adhere to the rich and the 

motherland unifies", "pay more attention to the military and civilian integration, form a pattern of 

civil-military integration depth development, construct the state strategic system integration and ability", 

It not only indicates the goal and direction for advancing the in-depth development of civil-military 

integration, but also makes it more clear that the in-depth development of civil-military integration plays 

a strategic supporting role in promoting the "One Belt And One Road" construction and realizing China's 

peaceful rise in the 21st century. For Guizhou, integrate the resources of the government, universities, 

enterprises, scientific research institutes and social think tanks, and strengthen the construction of 

strategic think tank of civil-military integration development. Efforts to create "service of the party and 

the government scientific and democratic decision-making in accordance with the law", "boost national 

management system and management ability of modern", "strengthening national soft power" The new 

type of think tank with Chinese characteristics is of great theoretical and practical significance for 

accelerating the in-depth development of Guizhou's civil-military integration under the new situation of 

"One Belt And One Road" and achieving the strategic goal of "Guizhou's civil-military integration 

development takes the lead in the country". 

Second, gradually optimize the structure. Should distinguish between different types, a think-tank, the 

role and function of orientation, focus on support and strengthen the strategic issues and public policy 

research focusing on the construction of new think-tank, solving unreasonable civil-military integration 

development, a think-tank system in our province, number of strategy, a think-tank, and low levels of 

quality problems, to enhance strategic think-tank, scientific and democratic decision-making in 

accordance with the service of the party committee and government of pertinence, effectiveness and 

scientific, systemic theory research. At present, the construction of military and civilian integrated 

development think tanks in our province has just started, and it is still in the initial stage of relatively 

scattered distribution, complex number and type, weak research on major practical issues and theoretical 

research, and the phenomenon of "more but not stronger, with fewer think tanks" is widespread. To 

change the unfavorable situation as soon as possible, have to strengthen the construction of strategy, a 

think-tank, and communities in the existing party and government departments, the Chinese academy of 
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social sciences, administrative college party school, universities, military, scientific research institutes 

and enterprises, social necessary consolidation think-tank, emphasis on building new think-tank system 

with Chinese characteristics, develop and expand strategy, a think-tank with Guizhou local 

characteristics, and further optimize the structure of civil-military integration development, a think-tank. 

To do this, you need first to do a good job of examination and statistics related think-tank, and in the 

distinction between different types, a think-tank, and its function orientation, clear thinking, on the basis 

of their respective development through fair, fair and open public services and decision-making 

consultation purchase, choose the weight from project establishment, capital support and application 

promotion, etc, to promote the strategic issues and the theoretical research of public policy or 

countermeasure research, leading to various think-tank from each according to his ability, each exhibit, 

effort is focused on the depth of civil-military integration development in Guizhou, to form the scientific 

and reasonable division of labor cooperation system as soon as possible. Priority, can consider to 

government-led civil-military integration development, a think-tank, policy research, colleges and 

universities or research institutes led civil-military integration development, a think-tank, is dominated by 

the theoretical research, enterprise of civil-military integration development, a think-tank, product 

development and market development organic unifies in together, promote political profound cooperation, 

completely change before fragmented, regional segmentation of the adverse conditions, as soon as 

possible information, personnel exchanges and resource sharing between each other, make its scientific 

research can timely, accurate and comprehensive to reflect the actual situation of Guizhou province 

military and civilian integration depth development, To enhance the scientificity and systematicness of 

theoretical research and the pertinence and effectiveness of decision-making consultation service. 

Third, advanced design in system. Should first try, the actual situation of system innovation, rational 

selection of public interest and the policy goals, the civil-military integration development strategy in our 

province should be resolved think-tank construction faces the specification of the poor guidance, 

insufficient incentive constraint and service decision-making ability is low, to mobilize the enthusiasm of 

each respect to the largest extent, to ensure that the strategy think-tank in major realistic problem research 

and decision-making consultation can make a difference. In depth of civil-military integration 

development, Guizhou can try first, walk on the top, namely: strengthen the construction of civil-military 

integration development strategy, a think-tank, promote the theoretical research, system innovation, 

industrial development and the depth of the "Internet +" economy new formats, trying to explore a 

conform to the situation, with local characteristics of military and civilian integration depth of the 

development of the "Guizhou road". As a matter of fact, the rise of big data industry in Guizhou is enough 

to prove that our province has great potential and development space of "going first, trying first and 

leading the nation". After all, compared with other provinces in China, Guizhou province has been 

lagging behind for a long time, and the provincial party committee and provincial government have great 

courage and determination in catching up with and carrying out reform and innovation. Guizhou province 

held in April 2017, the 12th party congress, provincial party committee secretary Chen min 'er comrade 

clearly put forward "two firmly hold on development and ecological line, full implementation of poverty 

alleviation, big data, large ecological three strategic action", and emphasize to fill "poverty alleviation" 

short board, with "big data" first machine, with "ecological" face the future, Highlighting the new 

development path of Guizhou reflects the reform and innovation spirit of Guizhou people who seize 

opportunities and take the lead. Combined with the party central committee and the state council is very 

concerned about and support the construction of Guizhou, based on the country of implemented 20122 

files, successively set up your new district and the construction was approved as national big data 

comprehensive experimental zone, ecological civilization test area, test area inland open economy, in the 

policy, capital, project and pilot reform were given to tilt, injecting strong driving force for reform and 

development in Guizhou. All these favorable conditions and positive factors make Guizhou province face 

a rare historic opportunity to catch up with and surpass the late comer and strengthen the construction of 

strategic think tank of integrated military-civilian development. At present, institutional innovation is the 

key to strengthening the construction of strategic think tank for the integration of military and civilian 

development in our province. For this, we need to first clear in depth of civil-military integration 

development in Guizhou "first try and walk in the top" policy demands and work target, is it possible to 

further overdeterminism, on the basis of consensus, will strengthen the planning management and 
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scientific research team construction are the key points in system innovation, trying to widen the channel 

of the think-tank decision-making consultation service consulting services, improve the government 

procurement system, fostering applied talents and construction of high level scientific research team has a 

new breakthrough. Among them, the most important is to establish the concept of democratic governance 

and law-based governance of the province, comprehensively promote the deep integration of scientific, 

democratic and law-based decision-making and strengthen the construction of strategic think tanks, that is: 

Perfect legislation and the ability to participate in National People's Congress, the Chinese people's 

political consultative conference proposal evaluation system, widely especially all kinds of think-tanks to 

the society to collect the proposals, and through the annual good proposal for performance assessment and 

add National People's Congress, the bill sponsor award on behalf of, honorary member of the Chinese 

people's political consultative conference and a series of institutional arrangements, through excellent 

think-tank experts widely absorb the public opinion, political participation channels, to utilize the existing 

stock of talent, absorbing more talent increment, realize the depth of civil-military integration 

development the system construction of the advanced design. 

Fourth, improve the supporting mechanism. Problems should be based on the situation in Guizhou, the 

guidance, perfecting the policy mechanism and working mechanism, practical solution to restrain the 

development of civil-military integration development strategy in our province think-tank institutions 

chaos, dispersion and serious issues or problems such as financing difficulties, in order to effectively 

integrate various think-tank resources, highlighting provincial military and civilian integration 

development committee office in strengthening the construction of strategy, a think-tank, the dominant 

position and role. From the long-term development of strategic think tanks, institutions, personnel and 

capital are the three core elements. It is not only the key to strengthen the construction of strategic think 

tank for the integration of military and civilian development in Guizhou province, but also the 

fundamental problem to realize the deep integration of scientific, democratic and law-based 

decision-making with the construction of strategic think tank. At present, the reason why there are many 

problems in the development process of the strategic think tank of integrated development of military and 

civilian in our province is the lack of unified, standardized, scientific and effective management system 

and its operation mechanism. On the management system, the biggest problem is that the province 

SheKeLian office, the provincial party committee, provincial philosophy and social sciences planning 

committee office of civil-military integration development and other relevant departments long and no 

one is responsible for the management, work hard to form a centralized and unified, can promote effective 

organization system and management institution, lead to fragmentation, fragmented phenomenon is very 

serious. As for the policy mechanism and working mechanism is not perfect, but the management system 

chaos, the relevant departments of inaction or chaos as a concrete manifestation. Therefore, to strengthen 

the construction of Guizhou civil-military integration development strategy, a think-tank, must perfect 

the mechanism of the facilities, management system is first and foremost, clear provincial military and 

civilian integration development committee office in Guizhou province civil-military integration 

development, a think-tank, the body of the construction and development responsibility and dominance, 

in policy rules by its specific responsible for related planning management and implementation of the 

construction of the think-tank, on the working mechanism established by the provincial party committee 

office led civil-military integration development committee, The provincial council of social sciences, the 

provincial planning office of philosophy and social sciences, the office of the military-civilian integration 

development committee of the provincial party committee and other relevant departments participate in 

the management and operation mode of joint management and division of labor according to their 

respective functions and authorities. To be specific, the investigation and statistical work of the think tank 

of civil-military integration development in Guizhou province, as well as the subsequent personnel 

training and institution management, can be considered to be led and implemented by the office of the 

civil-military integration development committee of the provincial party committee. In terms of projects 

and funds, it can be considered to be included in the daily work plan and annual plan of the office of the 

military-civilian integrated development committee of the provincial party committee, as well as the 

annual plan and funding plan of the provincial social science federation, provincial planning office of 

philosophy and social science and other relevant departments. As for the establishment of a relatively 

authoritative public information service platform, it may be considered to be led and organized by the 
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office of the military-civilian integration development committee of the provincial party committee, and 

to entrust designated think tanks or network technology and information service companies for specific 

implementation  
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